Friday, July 24th, 2020 | 10:30AM ET
Opt-in Lead Guarantee: 300+

The state of play in the malware and ransomware game continues to change at a rapid pace. Those who are still trying to defend against yesterdays threats will find themselves woefully unprepared to deal with the attacks of today. Those same slow movers are likely to be devastated by whatever comes next. Security vendors have helped defenders by innovating with new classes of solutions that didn’t exist even a few short years ago.

The challenge with so much innovation and so many choices is that customers can easily be overwhelmed with the hype-filled marketplace. Which solutions actually work for realistic threat scenarios, which solve unicorn problems, and which simply fail to deliver on the promise of usable security? The SANS Malware/Ransomware Solutions Forum will focus on providing specific technical advice directly from the vendor support engineers fighting on the front lines every day.

Sponsorship Opportunities

Platinum *(Limited Availability)*
- 35 minute speaking slot
- Receipt of all leads from Simulcast and archived Simulcast viewings
- Receive edited and full mp4 recording of the sessions
- Premium logo placement and advertisement of sponsorship level in marketing information

Silver
- Branding only
- Receipt of all leads from Simulcast and archived Simulcast viewings
- Logo included in marketing materials

Sample Agenda
- Opening Keynote - Chairperson
- Case Studies or Expert Discussions
- Industry Panel
- Closing Address

Contact us at vendor@sans.org for more information on sponsoring.